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Abstract:-
“SCIENCE” means “KNOWLEDGE”?...
“VARYING-SCIENCE” means “KNOWLEDGE VARIES”?...

i. Science differs from ‘philosophy’?...
ii. Philosophy differs from ‘theory’?...
iii. Evolution differs from ‘Pre-existence’?...
iv. Earth gravity varies everyday?...
v. Light velocity varies everyday?...
vi. Universal constants varies everyday?...
vii. Cell chromosome varies everyday?...
viii. Heartbeat varies everyday?...
YES!... YES!! ... YES!!!!...

- Author

THEORY
(Pre-Existense)

This scientific research focus that the ‘COSMO UNIVERSE’ shall be considered as Supernatural Pre-existence closed type ‘TRIPOD’ like structure having infinity level of ’stored energy’ in the form of ‘AKKIE PARTICLES’ (Understood in Quantum physics as Antineutrinos and Neutrinos) responsible for source of matters and sustainability of matters in the universe. The whole Cosmo universe shall be considered exists on three-in-one foundation of SUN, EARTH, MOON rotating on its ‘AXIS’. Various cyclic climatic environments such as eclipse, moon phases consider occurs due to varied relative position of SUN, EARTH, MOON. SUN, EARTH, MOON considered as pre-existence elements rather than “EVOLVED” from cloud of “STAR DUST”.

EARTH PRE-EXISTS!... EARTH REVOLVES SUN?...
Further this research focus that the entire Material universe shall be considered as ‘void’ in the prehistoric time (say 6,00,000 years ago).

At one stage say during ‘ZERO HOUR’ the universe began to emerge ‘VIRGIN RADIATION’ through ‘WHITE HOLE’ called by Author as ‘J-RADIATION’ composed of three-in-one most fundamental particle PHOTON, ELECTRON, PROTON having LEAST MASS (say Zero Mass) and also having Electric, magnetic optic and charge properties.

This research further focus that the ‘J-RADIATION’ consists of BILLIONS of minute ray (say SOUL) each ray responsible for ‘SPONTANEOUS CREATION’ of all matters of Universe say ‘NATURAL MATTERS’ (or) ‘VIRGIN MATTERS’ (say 5,00,000 years ago).

The initial created matters at one stage undergone ‘PLASMA STATE’ during ‘DARK AGE’ (say 4,00,000 years ago) and the ‘NATURAL HUMAN’ consider transformed from ‘WHITE PLANET’ (Mother planet of Universe) to EARTH PLANET and started living on ‘KACHCHA THEEUVU’ (plasma virgin Island of earth planet) around 3,00,000 years ago. The first human populations lived on ‘KACHCHA THEEUVU’ considered having ‘Dark skin complexion’ with ‘BLUE EYE IRIS’ called by Author as ‘PROTO INDOS’ (Flying Human).

This research further focus that the entire material universe consider contains only “THREE GALAXY” of planets and matters which was “EVOLVED” in three phases of Time (Understood in Quantum physics as SPACE and TIME and growth of Gamma, Beta, Alpha radiations in three nuclear age) called by author as ‘BLUE GALAXY’, ‘GREEN GALAXY’, ‘RED GALAXY’. The ‘WHITE GALAXY’ (Absolute white body matters) and ‘DARK GALAXY’ (Absolute Black body matters) shall be called as “WHITE AGE GALAXY” and “DARK AGE GALAXY”.

**SCIENTIFIC CONSTANTS VARIED?...**
**YES... YES... YES...**

- Author

This research further focus that the initial “SPONTANEOUS CREATION” matters considered further “EVOLVED” in three Nuclear age with “Varied Universe constants”. The origin of various ‘SPECIES MATTERS’ shall be considered due to impact of varied universe constants and become various skin complexion, physical, mental traits and eye Iris like “BLUE EYE IRIS”, “GREEN EYE IRIS”, “RED EYE IRIS”, in three generations of nuclear age.

The philosophy of “J-RADIATION” and the ‘SOUL’ of Universe shall be indicated as below. SOUL shall also be called as “LAW OF NATURE” or “LAW OF MATTERS”.

![Virgin Light (Zero Hour)]
I. INTRODUCTION

In the history of origin of universe various theories exist like BIG BANG THEORY, STEADY STATE THEORY, STRING THEORY etc. Further regarding origin of LIFE and MATTERS various concepts prevail like BIOGENESIS, ABIOTIC GENESIS and other various theories in support of “CREATION”, “EVOLUTION” as described below.

i. “Creation ex nihilo” (Creation out of something)
ii. “Creation ex materio” (Creation out of some preexistence eternal matter)
iii. “Creation exdeo” (Out of being of GOD)

Keywords:-

a) Philosophy of “SPONTANEOUS CREATION”?...
b) Philosophy of “EVOLUTION”?...
c) Philosophy of “WHITE HOLE”?...
d) Philosophy of “ULTIMATE DARK HOLE”?...
e) Philosophy of “JAYA-AANDU”?...
f) Philosophy of “VOID UNIVERSE”?...
g) Philosophy of “EVOLVED UNIVERSE”?...
h) Philosophy of “NATURAL BLOOD”?...
i) Philosophy of “PHILOSOPHY”?...
j) Philosophy of “SCIENCE”?...
k) Philosophy of “CHO”?...
l) Philosophy of “UNIVERSAL BALANCE”?...
It is focused that all so called scientists, artists, engineers, doctors, lawyers, shall be called as ‘REPRODUCER’ rather than ‘CREATOR’. CREATOR shall also be called as ‘SUPREME ARTIST’ and created ‘NATURAL HUMAN’ shall be called as ‘SUPER SCIENTIST’ having extraordinary wisdom.

Why GOD created universe and matters in ‘SIX DAYS’ and took rest on ‘SEVENTH DAY’?… HE could have taken absolute rest all seven days without creation which could have avoided casteism, male chauvinism, ethinicism, female child genocide, dowryism, court cases, huge lawyer fees.

- Author
II. HYPOTHESIS AND NARRATIONS

a) “Pre-existence” differs from “Creation”?

It is focused that Big Bang theory stipulated that the Age of Universe is about 13.7 billion years the moment it begins “evolution” from the “cloud of star dust” and to become evolved Universe.

It is hypothesized that the cloud of star dust particles consider derived from preexistence “Super natural Tripod” (theory). The “Evolution” of Universe consider began from “Spontaneous created Natural matters” after “Dark Age” and continue to undergo three changes in so called “Three Nuclear Age” the Philosophy of creation shall be described as below.

It is further hypothesized that ‘DARK AGE’ shall be considered as small duration of ‘small genetic disturbance’ in the universe and the natural matters consider transferred to ‘EARTH PLANET’ (KACHCHA THEEVU) during Dark Age due to growth of ‘DOWNWARD GRAVITY’ and become ‘EARTHLY MATTERS’.

The philosophy of ‘CREATION’ and ‘EVOLUTION’ shall be distinguished as below. Creation shall mean exist under “upward gravity”. Evolution shall mean exist under “Downward gravity”.

---

Upward Gravity

THEORY (LAW)

Accretion Stage

Zero point

Downward Gravity

PHILOSOPHY (LAW OF CREATION)
The philosophy of creation, evolution shall be further understood as described below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SL No.</th>
<th>Creation</th>
<th>Evolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Natural matters</td>
<td>Earthly matters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>J-Radiation</td>
<td>Nuclear radiation ($\gamma, \beta, \alpha$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Natural Human</td>
<td>Earthly Human</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Super Scientist</td>
<td>Scientist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>White mars</td>
<td>Blue mars, Green Mars, Red mars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Super solid</td>
<td>Solid, Liquid, gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>J-Crystal</td>
<td>Navaratnas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Godly particles (Akkie)</td>
<td>Hydrogen, carbon, Nitrogen, Ozone (HCNO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>ENDO</td>
<td>INDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Ethics</td>
<td>Ethos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>BHARATH OBAMA (Natural)</td>
<td>BLACK OBAMA (Earth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>BHARATH AMMA (Natural)</td>
<td>BLACK AMMA (Earth)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) Philosophy of “Law of Science”?...
Science differs from applied science?... It is hypothesized that ‘Philosophy’, shall be considered as ‘creative law’ (Real), ‘science’ shall be considered as ‘Evolutionary law’ (Image).
Mathematics is part of science?...

- Author

Expert classified “Mathematics” under “Formal science” and physics, chemistry under physical science. It is hypothesized that creation shall be considered as distinguished from evolution. Creation shall mean NATURAL SCIENCE. Evolution shall mean APPLIED SCIENCE.

i. SOUL is like CREATIVE LAW (Natural Science)
ii. CHO is like EVOLUTIONARY LAW (Applied Science)

It is further hypothesized that the law of science shall be considered as “IMAGE” of philosophy and “MATHEMATICS” shall be considered as the INTEGRAL part of law of science as described below.
i) Right dot ‘proton’ (like ‘PHYSICS’)
ii) Left dot ‘electron’ (like ‘CHEMISTRY’)
iii) Centre dot ‘photon’ (like ‘MATHEMATICS’)

c) Philosophy of “pure science”?...
   It is hypothesized that the philosophy of “pure science” shall be considered as ‘philosophy’ (Logic) exists under upward gravity and physical, chemical, mathematical science shall be considered as “EARTHLY SCIENCE” (Language) exists under downward gravity. Further the etymology of word ‘science’ considered derived from latin origin ‘SCIENTIA’ meaning “KNOWLEDGE”. It is focused that the etymology of word “SCIENCE” might be derived from Proto-Indo language root word “SANTHIYA”. SANTHIYA shall mean “INTELLIGENCE”
d) "VOID UNIVERSE" differs from EVOLVED UNIVERSE?...

It is hypothesized their VOID UNIVERSE shall be considered as "Pre existence tripod" and "EVOLVED UNIVERSE" shall be considered as Universe with evolved galaxies in three Nuclear age as described below. Galaxies shall be considered as evolved rather than creation.

(i)

VOID UNIVERSE (Pre-Existence)

Region I – Perfect vacuum region (Anti-Neutrinos radiation)
Region II – Partial vacuum region (Neutrinos radiation)
Region III – Observable Vacuum region (EMR radiation)

(ii)

3G GALAXY (Evolved Universe)
e) Philosophy of “White Hole”?...

It is hypothesized that the philosophy of “WHITE HOLE” shall be considered as the region exist under Highly “ENDOTHERMIC” region (say minus infinity degree temperature (or) no Heat at all) where “J-RADIATION” (Zero hour Radiation) consider originated.

(i) Right dot is like “EXPIRATION HOLE”
(ii) Left dot is like “INSPIRATION HOLE”
(iii) Center dot is like “REGULATOR”

It is further hypothesized that in the Early universe the “J-RADIATION” shall be considered began from white hole in “JANUARY 14” and reached full fledged “acceleration” in “APRIL 14”. The period of three months from January 14 to April 14 as per Gregorian, Julian calendar system shall be considered
derived from Proto-Indo “TAMIL CALENDER” year called “JAYA–AANDU”. In JAYA–AANDU the month of February consider contain only 24 days and subsequently increased to “29 days” in “Three Nuclear age” say 25 ¼, 26 ½, 27 ¾, 29.0. Further it is speculated that by 3000AD the February month may reach 30 days.

It is further hypothesized that the Philosophy of origin of J-RADIATION (Zero Hour Radiation) in the early Universe shall be described with reference to conventional date being observed in MODERN CALENDAR SYSTEM. JAYA-AANDU shall be considered as earliest period in calendar system when J-Radiation originated from white hole.

(i)

![Calendar Logo]

(ii)

*Fig. 1: Calendar Logo*

*Fig. 2: Calendar Graph*

Another Case study shows that in the history of CALENDAR SYSTEM ancient India adopted “FOUR YUGAS” and each Yuga considered having 60 years cycle. It is hypothesized that JAYA-AANDU shall be considered as the earliest period in Cosmic age and different calendar system shall be considered as derived during three nuclear ages as described below.

i) Jaya-Aandu - Origin of J-Radiation, J-Crystal, Natural matters  
ii) Dark age calendar - Origin of plasma matters from natural matters.  
iii) First Generation – γ-age calendar  
iv) Second Generation - β-age calendar  
v) Third Generation - α-age calendar
This scientific research recommends to UNO to declare FEBRUARY 24 as “INTERNATIONAL CALENDER DAY”. FEBRUARY 24 shall be considered as the moment the natural matters created (super solid state matter) and continue till APRIL 14 for creation of billions of matters of Universe. The shape of super solid “J-CRYSTAL” (absolute white body matter) shall be considered as PYRAMID. In JAYA-AANDU in the February month having only 24 days in the ancient Universe. In brief FEBRUARY 24 shall be considered as birth day of Super Solid Matter in JAYA-AANDU.

- M. Arulmani, Tamil Based Indian

f) Pyramid base has four sides?...
Case study shows that the existing Egyptian great pyramids have four sides and considered as world wonder. Do pyramid has four sides?...
NO... NO. NO...

It is hypothesized that the Philosophy of pyramid shall be considered as closely associated with structure of Cosmo Universe. It is hypothesized that SUN, EARTH, MOON shall be considered as the THREE-IN-ONE foundation of Cosmo Universe as described below:

(COSMO UNIVERSE FOUNDATION)

During the course of expanding Universe J-CRYSTAL (SUPER SOLID PYRAMID) shall be considered as spontaneously created due to impact of J-Radiation. The J-Crystal emanates billions of rays responsible for creation of natural matters of Universe. J-Crystal shall also be called by author as “MOTHER” of matters.

It is further hypothesized that the ‘White crystal’ shall be considered as ‘Super solid white matter’ originated in the early Universe. The white crystal shall be considered as exist beyond “Endothermic environment” as supported by thermo dynamic law as described below.
It is further hypothesized that J-Crystal shall be considered as **ABSOLUTE PURE CRYSTAL** considered free from atomic elements like HYDROGEN, CARBON, NITROGEN, OZONE. Further HYDROGEN shall be considered as exist in three phases such as Plasma hydrogen, super fluid hydrogen, super gas hydrogen during **DARK AGE** of universe. Further hydrogen based matter having carbon, nitrogen, ozone combination shall be considered as evolved simple, complex molecular matter in three nuclear age say **γ-age, β-age, α-age**. HELIUM shall be considered as subspecies to hydrogen.
It is further focused that in the early universe SUN, EARTH, MOON consider rotating “AN\textsc{TI} C\textsc{LOCK WISE}” direction exists under \textit{upward gravity} and when J-RADIATION originated at “\textsc{ZER}O H\textsc{OUR}” and thereafter consider rotating in “\textsc{CLOCKWISE}” direction exists under \textit{Downward gravity}.
This is an artist's concept of the metric expansion of space, where space (including hypothetical non-observable portions of the universe) is represented at each time by the circular sections. Note on the left the dramatic expansion (not to scale) occurring in the inflationary epoch, and at the center the expansion acceleration. The scheme is decorated with WMAP images on the left and with the representation of stars at the appropriate level of development.

h) Philosophy of First Sunshine?...

It is hypothesized that the NATURAL MATTERS created during early Universe shall be considered exists under the influence of J-Radiation (Virgin light) even much before origin of FIRST SUNSHINE. It is hypothesized that the first sunshine shall be considered as originated after DARK-AGE when SUN, EARTH, MOON started rotating on its axis during the particular period of relative position on their axis. It is speculated that the populations of the Kachcha Theevu on earth planet shall be considered as lived even much before origin of first sunshine on the earth planet (say 3,00,000 years ago).
It is hypothesized that the γ-age of Universe might have started even much before origin of first sunshine say 2,000,000 years ago. After origin of first sunshine the β-age of Universe might have started. Further after full-fledged growth of sunshine the α-age of Universe might have started say 50,000 years ago.

i) **Philosophy of Universal Balance?...**

It is hypothesized that the existence of entire Cosmo Universe shall be considered as “Universal balance” as described below.

![Diagram of Universal Balance](image)

**THEORY (Pre-Existence)**

**PHILOSOPHY (Creative Law)**  **SCIENCE (Evolutionary Law)**

**(COSMO BALANCE)**

j) **Philosophy of Trisomy Human?...**

It is hypothesized that “Trisomy Human” shall be considered as “Natural Human” (Human Ancestor) spontaneously originated from **J-RADIATION** (5,000,000 years ago) having only “THREE CHROMOSOME” (TRISOMY) and subsequently increased to 46 chromosome in three Nuclear age. The “Vertical axis” shall be mean “Micro level growth of chromosome” and “Horizontal axis” shall means development of “species”. Further the **standard heartbeat** shall be considered as varied such as 60, 65, 70, 72 pulse per second in three nuclear age.
Philosophy of “Flying Ape”?...

It is hypothesized that “FLYING APE” shall be considered as “NATURAL APE” (Ape ancestor) originated from Trisomy origin having only “Three chromosome” with slightly varied “Genetic Traits” compared to Trisomy Human. Other ape species like chimpanzee Gorilla are might be evolved in three Nuclear age as described below.

Evolutionary tree showing the divergence of modern species from their common ancestor in the centre.[263] The three domains are coloured, with bacteria blue, archaea green and eukaryotes red.
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NATURAL APE
(Trisomy Origin)

l) Philosophy of “White Blood”?...
   It is hypothesized that the “White Blood” shall be considered as “NATURAL BLOOD” originated from J-RADIATION also called by Author as “J-BLOOD” (Universal acceptor). The natural blood shall be considered as only fundamental particles PHOTON, ELECTRON, PROTON responsible for RNA, HARMONE, DNA and free from atomic matter like hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, ozone. Further the different type of blood AB, A, B, O shall be considered as evolved during dark age and three nuclear age say γ-age, β-age, α-age due to variation in scientific constant i, e, н. The value of н, e shall be considered as consistently varied after dark age. Further e, н shall be considered as directly opposite in characteristics.
   i) Dark age – AB Type (Single)
   ii) γ-age – AB, A (Two types)
   iii) β-age – AB, A, B (Three types)
   iv) α-age – AB, A, B, O (Four types)

m) Velocity of Light Varies?...
   Case study shows that as per Relativity theory (E = mc²) the velocity of light observed is 2.99792458 meter per second. Why there is much fraction in velocity?...

   It is hypothesized the velocity of light “J-RADIATION” during zero hour shall be consider as “infinity” and gradually consider varied in different nuclear age as described below due to micro level growth of downward gravity).
   i) Dark Age – 3.0m/sec
   ii) γ-age - 2.99m/sec
   iii) β-age - 2.98m/sec
   iv) α-age - 2.97m/sec
   v) By 3000AD – 2.95m/sec

n) Earth gravity varies?...
   Case study shows that the Newton’s Earth gravity measured 9.807m/s². It is hypothesized that the zero hour gravity shall be considered as “zero” and subsequently increased in three Nuclear age. In 3000AD the gravity may reach 10.0m/s²

o) Philosophy of religion based creation?...
   Case study shows that there are so many theories and concepts prevail regarding origin of Universe based on creation, evolution hypothesis.
Who I am?

Am I Christian?.. Or Hindu?...Or Muslim?...Or Atheist?
Christianism is meaningful; Christians are not meaningful.
Hinduism is meaningful; Hindus are not meaningful.
Islamism is meaningful; Muslims are not meaningful.
Atheism is meaningful; Atheists are not meaningful.

Religion means integral part of Sun, Earth and Moon. Atheism shall be considered as the integral part of Christianism, Hinduism, Islamism which means GOD is absolute and Three-in-one.
“I respect Religion. But I want to be meaningful”

- Author.

p) Philosophy of born to create?...
   a) I want to become IAS?...
   b) I want to become IPS?...
   c) I want to become SCIENTIST?...
   d) I want to become ENGINEER?...
   e) I want to become DOCTOR?...

Do I want to open account in “SWISS BANK”?... Why not in “INDIAN BANK”?...

VALENTINE DAY BISHOP (FEBRUARY 14)

“VALENTINE DAY” (FEBRUARY 14) shall be considered as day of making “PROMISE” of opening “JOINT ACCOUNT” in the “HEART” rather than “CURRENT ACCOUNT”. VALENTINE shall mean promoting PEACE. In proto-Indo language root Valentine shall mean “VASANTHAM”.

- M. Arulmani, Tamil Based Indian

q) Philosophy of Complex brain?...

“HUMAN ANCESTOR HAS COMPLEX BRAIN”?...
YES!... YES!!... YES!!!...

- Author
“NATURAL HUMAN” consider have complex and Rational Brain called “SUPER WISDOM”. During the course of expanding Universe Brain attained genetic value and become “CONFUSED BRAIN” in three Nuclear age.

### COMPLEX BRAIN
(SUPER SCIENTIST)

i) Right dot is like “COMMON SENSE” (Proton)
ii) Left dot is like “INTELLIGENCE” (Electron)
iii) Center dot is like “INTUITION” (Photon)

### MODERN SCIENTIST
(CONFUSED BRAIN)

III. CONCLUSION
IV. Previous Publication

The philosophy of origin of first life and human, the philosophy of model Cosmo Universe, the philosophy of fundamental neutrino particles have already been published in various international journals mentioned below. Hence this article shall be considered as extended version of the previous articles already published by the same author.
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